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Carbon	stars	in	DR4	 
•  Sought out 2651 carbon stars (1415 newly discovered) using a rank-based 

Bagging TopPush method from 700 million LAMOST DR4 spectra 
•  In DR5,  +800 carbon stars were found out.   

      Spatial and magnitude distribution of 2651 carbons stars in DR4 



Classifica7on	of	the	Carbon	Star	sample	 

 
2475 out of 2651 carbon 
stars are classified as five 
types: 864 C-H, 226 C-R, 
400 C-J ,266 C-N stars, 
and 719 Barium stars.   
 
176 can not be classified 
because of poor quality of 
spectra. 
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Carbon-enhanced Metal-poor star candidates 
 •  Using the LASP  to roughly estimate atmospheric parameters for the sample, and 642 

with [Fe/H] less than -1.0, which are possibly CEMP candidates.   

 
•  Matching them with APOGEE,  11 targets are obtained. The difference of metallicities 

between them is about ±0.2 dex.  

•  To check the relationship between EW of CaII HK lines ~  [Fe/H], we fit the 
relationship for both [Fe/H]>-1 and [Fe/H]<-1 respectively.   
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Carbon-enhanced Main-sequence Turn off star candidates 
 •  In the sample, 17 CEMP with strong Balmer absorption lines and C-H molecular bands 

are hotter than other types of carbon stars. However, the LASP  has not give parameters 
for them in DR4, so we recur to Lee et al. (2008)’s method to calculate them. 

•  Teff  higher than 5800 K and logg larger than 3.6 dex 
(except for one) suggests that they are likely located 
at the main-sequence turn off region on the HR 
diagram.  

•  [Fe/H]  ranging from -1.6 to -2.4 dex (except for one) 
implies that these stars are likely to be carbon-
enhanced metal-poor main sequence turnoff 
(CEMSTO) stars as mentioned in Aoki et al. (2008), 
and need high resolution follow up observation to 
identify them. 



LAMOST  Medium Resolution (MR) spectra 
 •  16	spectrographs	will	be	finished	on	Jan	

2018	
												(Now	11	finished)	
•  	R=7500	
•  Spectral	range	
												blue:	490-540nm			
												red:			630-680nm	
•  The	Phase	II	survey	will	include	both	the	

medium	resolu7on	survey	and	the	low	
resolu7on	survey	(R~1800).	

•  Commissioning data has been 
collected since October.  

 
•  Left figure shows a spectrum of 

C-H carbon star both in the 
R~7500 (black) and R~1800 (red) 

 




